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worktops, sinks & taps

ALL THE HELP YOU
NEED TO MAKE YOUR
DREAM KITCHEN
A REALITY

Buying
guide

At IKEA we believe everyone has the
right to a new kitchen. So apart from
offering a wide range of kitchens we
also offer a wide range of services,
including measuring, planning and
installation. Everything you need to
make your dream kitchen a reality.

Here are some of the services in your local store, if you need an extra hand.

Delivery service
We can deliver your furniture direct to
your home or business.

Picking with delivery service
We collect the items on your shopping
list and deliver them to your home or
business.

Kitchen planning service
One of our approved kitchen planners
will help you to design your dream
kitchen.

Measuring service
We can measure your home or business
to help you plan your project quickly and
accurately.

Assembly service
Our independent, professional partners
can assemble your products and take
away the packaging.

Kitchen installation service
Professional installation, tailored to your
needs, at a competitive price. Especially
handy for trickier jobs such as sinks,
taps, worktops and appliances.

All the products
(shown here) may not
be available at the
store. Please contact
the staff or look at
IKEA.my
for more information.
For more detailed
product information,
see the price tag and
the internet. All units
require assembly.
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The busiest place
in the home
This is where it all happens – from washing vegetables for dinner to mixing the ingredients for
birthday cakes. You spend a lot of time with your
worktops, sink and tap, so it's a good idea to think
carefully and choose the ones that will suit you
best.
Think about everything you do in the kitchen – like
preparing food and cleaning saucepans but also
things like washing your hands and watering your
plants. What products and functions do you need
to help make these activities as easy as possible?
And think about style. Your worktops, sink and tap
should have a look you love, too. In this buying
guide you can find all the inspiration and practical
information to help you make the best choices for
your kitchen.
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WORKTOPS

Built to last
When we test our worktops we put them up against
everything they’ll face in your kitchen: liquids, oil,
steam, heat, thumps, bumps and scratches. Once
we’re done we’re so sure our worktops will last, we
guarantee it.

All worktops come with
a free 25-year guarantee
(except LILLTRÄSK).

LAMINATE These worktops are durable, affordable
and easy to maintain, with lots of colours and expressions to choose from. Most are available for taking
home today or if you want personalised worktops.

WOOD The natural colour and grain of wood adds
warmth to your kitchen. It's hardwearing and can be
sanded and treated when needed. The worktops come
in oak, birch and walnut and are available for taking
home today.

ACRYLIC These custom made* worktops are durable and easy to clean. And, with acrylic, you have the
option of a fully integrated sink. Available to order
custom made*.

QUARTZ Made of natural quartz (one of the hardest
materials in nature) and high-quality polymer resins
(for a smooth non-porous surface) each worktop is
extremely durable and easy to maintain. Available to
order custom made*.
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COLOUR OVERVIEW LAMINATE WORKTOPS

White

White marble effect

White with metal effect
edge

White stone effect

Light grey with white
edge

Light grey mineral effect

Aluminum effect with
metal effect edge

Ash effect

Oak effect

Dark oak effect

Walnut effect

Dark grey marble effect

Concrete effect

Matt anthracite effect

Black mineral effect

Beige patterned
laminate

Beige stone effect

LAMINATE WORKTOPS
These worktops are durable, affordable and easy
to maintain, with lots of colours and expressions to
choose from. Most are available for taking home today.
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LAMINATE WORKTOPS

WORKTOP ACCESSORIES
2.8 CM THICK

Get the most out of your worktop with our worktop accessories and wall edging strips.

Most are available for taking home today or if you want
personalised worktops.

Bar solution

LILLTRÄSK worktop,
white, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×T2.8 cm. 402.806.59 RM250
L246×T2.8 cm. 202.806.60 RM290

EKBACKEN worktop,
white marble effect, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×T2.8 cm. 503.356.23 RM250
L246×T2.8 cm. 803.356.26 RM350

EKBACKEN worktop, double-sided,
light grey with white edge, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×T2.8 cm. 202.913.38 RM250
L246×T2.8 cm. 802.913.40 RM350

EKBACKEN worktop,
light grey concrete effect, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×T2.8 cm. 903.954.41 RM250
L246×T2.8 cm. 303.954.44 RM350

EKBACKEN worktop,
ash effect, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×T2.8 cm. 303.376.18 RM250
L246×T2.8 cm. 703.376.21 RM350

EKBACKEN worktop, beige/patterned laminate effect, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×T2.8 cm. 803.971.86 RM250
L246×T2.8 cm. 003.971.90 RM390

EKBACKEN worktop,
dark oak effect, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×T2.8 cm. 202.752.15 RM250
L246×T2.8 cm. 002.752.16 RM350

EKBACKEN worktop,
dark grey marble effect, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×T2.8 cm. 203.971.70 RM250
L246×T2.8 cm. 603.971.73 RM350

EKBACKEN worktop,
concrete effect, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×T2.8 cm. 003.356.49 RM250
L246×T2.8 cm. 403.356.52 RM350

EKBACKEN worktop,
matt anthracite effect, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×T2.8 cm. 504.090.15 RM390
L246×T2.8 cm. 704.090.19 RM490

Make your kitchen the social hub of your home with
a bar solution. It gives you more space for working
and makes a great place to eat and hang out with
family and friends.

CAPITA bracket, stainless steel, 2-p.
501.736.54 RM75

Create a stylish bar solution and get more work
space by mounting it on a worktop. Bar stools with
seat height 74 cm fit in well with a bar solution with
CAPITA brackets.

3.8 CM THICK
Most are available for taking home today or if you want
personalised worktops.

SÄLJAN worktop,
white, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×3.8 cm. 102.751.26 RM250
L246×3.8 cm. 902.751.27 RM350

SÄLJAN worktop,
beige stone effect, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×3.8 cm. 204.391.27 RM270
L246×3.8 cm. 404.391.31 RM350

SÄLJAN worktop,
white stone effect, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×3.8 cm. 502.751.29 RM250
L246×3.8 cm. 702.751.28 RM350

SÄLJAN worktop,
Oak effect, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×3.8 cm. 404.391.74 RM270
L246×3.8 cm. 604.392.10 RM350

SÄLJAN worktop,
black mineral effect, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×3.8 cm. 802.751.23 RM250
L246×3.8 cm. 002.751.22 RM350

HÄLLESTAD worktop, double-sided,
white aluminum effect with metal
effect edge, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×3.8 cm. 202.751.35 RM390
L246×3.8 cm. 002.751.36 RM490

PROTECTION AND SUPPORT FOR YOUR
WORKTOP

FURNISHING TOUCHES

FIXA worktop support fitting. FIXA worktop support fitting keeps your
worktop stable and sturdy after installation

FIXA worktop cover strip. FIXA cover strip is recommended for straightedge worktops only. Prevents water from penetrating between worktops.

Galvanised 902.746.27 RM15

Chrome-plated 103.392.89 RM20

SÄLJAN worktop,
light grey mineral effect, D63.5 cm.
Take home today:
L186×3.8 cm. 303.972.02 RM390
L246×3.8 cm. 403.972.06 RM490
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OAK is a very hard wood, making it a popular choice for
worktops and interiors. Its colour ranges from light brown
to a rich reddish–brown and it darkens with age.

SOLID WOOD AND WOOD WORKTOPS
Natural and durable, wood brings a warm feeling to
your kitchen and makes each worktop unique. It ages
beautifully and you just sand and treat it to keep it
looking great.
We have solid wood worktops and wood worktops. In
wood worktops, a layer of solid wood covers a
particleboard core. They feel and look the same as

solid wood. With this technique, we can create new,
unique expressions. They use less wood, reducing the
impact on the environment. They're less sensitive to
humidity and need less care. We pre-treat them with
a hard wax oil, so you don't have to oil them when you
get them or treat them at all until the surface starts to
wear. They're available to take home today.

WALNUT The natural colour and grain of wood adds
warmth to your kitchen decor. Walnut gets lighter in colour
with age. It has a rich variation in colour and a decorative,
curved grain pattern.
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WOOD WORKTOPS
KARLBY, BARKABODA AND PINNARP
These worktops have a 3 mm thick layer of solid wood
that covers a core of particleboard. It feels and looks
like solid wood. With this technology we can create
new unique expressions.

Walnut The natural colour and grain of wood
adds warmth to your kitchen decor. Walnut
gets lighter in colour with age. It has a rich
variation in colour and a decorative, curved
grain pattern.

Oak is a very hard wood, making it a popular choice for worktops and interiors. Its
colour ranges from light brown to a rich reddish–brown and it darkens with age.
BARKABODA worktop, walnut.
Take home today:
L186×3.8 cm. 703.314.69 RM890
L246×3.8 cm. 303.314.71 RM1,190

KARLBY worktop, oak.
Take home today:
L186×3.8 cm. 503.351.90 RM590
L246×3.8 cm. 203.352.00 RM690

SKOGSA worktop, oak.
Take home today:
L186×3.8 cm. 603.829.87 RM990
L246×3.8 cm. 803.829.91 RM1,190

KARLBY worktop, walnut.
Take home today:
L186×3.8 cm. 103.351.92 RM690
L246×3.8 cm. 803.352.02 RM790

PINNARP worktop, walnut.
Take home today:
L186×3.8 cm. 504.674.68 RM850
L246×3.8 cm. 904.674.71 RM1,190
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QUARTZ WORKTOPS

KASKER worktop,
white.

KASKER worktop,
white marble effect.

KASKER worktop,
white mineral effect.

KASKER worktop,
grey stone effect.

KASKER worktop,
matt dark grey marble effect.
Custom made:*
T2 cm. 603.900.20 from
RM1,500/m²
T4 cm. 203.900.84 from
RM2,250/m²

KASKER worktop,
black stone effect.
Custom made:*
T2 cm. 603.900.15 from
RM1,500/m²
T4 cm. 203.900.79 from
RM1,800/m²

KASKER worktop,
brown marble effect.
Custom made:*
T2 cm. 203.900.17 from
RM1,500/m²
T4 cm. 803.900.81 from
RM1,500/m²

KASKER worktop,
dark beige marble effect.
Custom made:*
T2 cm. 803.900.19 from
RM1,500/m²
T4 cm. 403.900.83 from
RM1,800/m²

Custom made:*
T2 cm. 103.900.32 from
RM1,400/m²
T4 cm. 403.900.97 from
RM1,400/m²

QUARTZ WORKTOPS
Quartz worktops are extremely durable and
resistant to scratches and moisture. We construct our
quartz worktops with 95% natural quartz powder and
5% high-quality polymer resins. This makes the surface smooth, non-porous and easy to clean. The core
of our quartz worktops is made of particleboard, making the worktop more affordable, lighter to transport

and easier to handle. Quartz worktops are available as
custom made.

Custom made:*
T2 cm. 903.900.28 from
RM1,500/m²
T4 cm. 503.900.92 from
RM2,250/m²

Custom made:*
T2 cm. 703.900.29 from
RM1,500/m²
T4 cm. 303.900.93 from
RM1,500/m²

Custom made:*
T2 cm. 203.900.22 from
RM1,500/m²
T4 cm. 703.900.86 from
RM1,500/m²
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ACRYLIC WORKTOPS

Replace this image with one of an acrylic worktop!

ACRYLIC WORKTOPS
Acrylic worktops are cast seamlessly in one piece and
can also include a fully integrated acrylic sink for a
distinctive look. They feel smooth and warmer than
quartz but cooler than wood. They're resistant to
moisture and their non-porous surface is easy to keep
clean. The core of our acrylic worktops are made of
aluminum bar making the worktop more affordable,

lighter to transport and easier to handle. Acrylic worktops are available as custom made.

LAXNE worktop,
beige/white mineral effect.
Custom made:*
T4 cm. 204.216.17 from
RM1,250/m²

LAXNE worktop,
black.
Custom made:*
T4 cm. 804.216.19 from
RM1,250/m²

LAXNE worktop,
black/grey mineral effect.
Custom made:*
T4 cm. 604.216.20 from
RM1,250/m²

LAXNE worktop,
dark brown with mineral/glitter effect.
Custom made:*
T4 cm. 204.216.22 from
RM1,250/m²

LAXNE worktop,
dark grey stone effect.
Custom made:*
T4 cm. 804.216.24 from
RM1,250/m²

LAXNE worktop,
grey/black mineral effect.
Custom made:*
T4 cm. 304.216.26 from
RM1,250/m²

LAXNE worktop,
grey/black stone effect.
Custom made:*
T4 cm. 104.216.27 from
RM1,250/m²

LAXNE worktop,
light beige with mineral/glitter effect.
Custom made:*
T4 cm. 904.216.28 from
RM1,250/m²

LAXNE worktop,
off-white mineral effect.
Custom made:*
T4 cm. 104.216.32 from
RM1,250/m²

LAXNE worktop,
white/black mineral effect.
Custom made:*
T4 cm. 904.216.33 from
RM1,250/m²

LAXNE worktop,
white mineral effect.
Custom made:*
T4 cm. 404.216.35 from
RM1,250/m²

LAXNE worktop,
white.
Custom made:*
T4 cm. 704.216.34 from
RM1,100/m²

BIG ADVANTAGES
OF A CUSTOM MADE
WORKTOP
Design your own custom made worktop
and get an instant price estimate with
our custom made worktop calculator at
IKEA.my

Custom made
wall panels

Kitchen island

Hole for tap

Different
edges

Triple cut
Cut out for hob

Rounded corner

Underglued sink
Bar solution

Different lengths and depths

Joint

Wall panels
Walls to match your style!
Adding wall panels is a quick and easy way to update your kitchen with new colors
and texture. Our durable and easy-to-clean wall panels protect your walls from
splashes and stains when you are cooking. They give you a neat finish where your
worktop meets the wall and add a subtle accent of color to your kitchen walls
creating a stylish look. You can choose wall panels in various colors, materials and
expressions, some are even double-sided! But if you want to go very personal, you
can have your own customized one.

How to choose your wall panel:
01

02

03

What’s your budget?
A stylish look does not
have to cost a fortune,
our wall panels are available in a wide range of
materials and expressions, pre-cut as well as
custom-made to perfectly fit your style, needs
and wallet.

What kind of material
and expression do you
prefer? The material
of the wall panel you
choose is just as important as the colour. Your
wall panel is always going to be right up against
your worktop, make sure
the two materials and
colours work well together.

Your wall panel has to
end up somewhere!
Where it ends is up to
you – along the length of
the wall, up to the bottom of your wall cabinets, up to the ceiling in
areas where there are
no cabinets (over the
sink or over the hob).

Materials
Laminate

Acrylic

Laminate wall panels are made from melamine
laminate, pressed onto particleboard to create a
durable plastic finish. Laminate wall panels are
affordable, easy to maintain and there are lots of
colors and expressions to choose from.

Acrylic wall panels have a smooth and non-porous
surface that is resistant to stains and moisture,
making them easy to clean. They’re repairable if
damage does occur. They’re a durable, low maintenance option you can rely on.

Quartz
Quartz wall panels are extremely durable, resistant
to scratches, moisture and impacts. We construct
our quartz wall panels with natural quartz (one of
the hardest materials in nature) and high polymer
resins. This makes the surface smooth, non-porous
and easy to clean.
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TAKE HOME TODAY WALL PANELS

LYSEKIL wall panel,
double-sided,
mable effect/pattern.
L120×55 cm. 703.971.63 RM149

LYSEKIL wall panel,
double sided, brass-colour/
stainless steel colour.
L120×55 cm. 603.351.23 RM179

ACRYLIC
Thickness 1.2 cm.

LYSEKIL wall panel,
double sided, white/light grey
concrete effect.
L120×55 cm. 403.964.00 RM149

LYSEKIL rail for wall panel,
aluminum.

KLINGSTA custom made wall
panel,
white.
Custom made:*
003.899.15 from RM950/m2

KLINGSTA custom made wall
panel,
white mineral effect.
Custom made:*
303.899.14 from RM1,150/m2

KLINGSTA custom made wall
panel,
white/black mineral effect.
Custom made:*
503.898.13 from RM1,150/m2

KLINGSTA custom made wall
panel,
off-white mineral effect.
Custom made:*
703.899.12 from RM1,150/m2

KLINGSTA custom made wall
panel,
light beige with mineral/glitter effect.
Custom made:*
503.899.08 from RM1,150/m2

KLINGSTA custom made wall
panel,
beige/white mineral effect.
Custom made:*
203.898.96 from RM1,150/m2

KLINGSTA custom made wall
panel,
grey/black stone effect.
Custom made:*
903.899.06 from RM1,150/m2

KLINGSTA custom made wall
panel,
dark grey stone effect.
Custom made:*
803.899.02 from RM1,150/m2

KLINGSTA custom made wall
panel,
grey/black mineral effect.
Custom made:*
703.899.07 from RM1,150/m2

KLINGSTA custom made wall
panel,
dark brown with mineral/glitter effect.
Custom made:*
603.899.03 from RM1,150/m2

KLINGSTA custom made wall
panel,
black/grey mineral effect.
Custom made:*
603.898.99 from RM1,150/m2

KLINGSTA custom made wall
panel,
black.
Custom made:*
803.898.98 from RM1,150/m2

L120×55.4 cm. 603.351.18 RM50/ea

CUSTOM-MADE WALL PANELS
QUARTZ
Thickness 2 cm.

RÅHULT custom made wall panel,
white quartz.
Custom made:*
703.900.05 from RM1,300/m2

RÅHULT custom made wall panel,
white marble effect/quartz.
Custom made:*
203.900.03 from RM1,300/m2

RÅHULT custom made wall panel,
white mineral effect/quartz.
Custom made:*
003.900.04 from RM1,300/m2

RÅHULT custom made wall panel,
dark beige marble effect quartz.
Custom made:*
903.899.92 from RM1,300/m2

RÅHULT custom made wall panel,
grey stone effect quartz.
Custom made:*
203.899.95 from RM1,300/m2

RÅHULT custom made wall panel,
matt dark grey marble effect quartz.
Custom made:*
703.899.93 from RM1,300/m2

RÅHULT custom made wall panel,
brown marble effect quartz.
Custom made:*
303.990.90 from RM1,300/m2

RÅHULT custom made wall panel,
black stone effect quartz.
Custom made:*
503.899.89 from RM1,300/m2

Sinks
A busy place in the kitchen
The sink and the area around it, is one of the busiest places in the kitchen. You
use it for everything from preparing food and rinsing vegetables, to storing dirty
dishes and washing up. To make the activities as easy as possible, choose a sink
and sink accessories that match your needs and the way you work in the kitchen.

How to choose your sink
01

02

03

How much space have
you allocated for the
sink? Our sink cabinets
are 40, 60 or 80 cm
wide.

Think about how you
prepare food, but also
how you wash up. Do
you have a dishwasher
or do you wash the dishes by hand? Do you need
one bowl, two bowls or a
sink with drainboard?

Complete your sink with
sink accessories that
help you organise the
area in and around the
sink, both when you prepare food and when you
wash up

We test our sinks to ensure they can withstand the demand of
everyday life in the kitchen. That’s why all our sinks come with a
25-year guarantee (except FYNDIG).

Our range of sinks
Single bowl sinks

1½ bowl sinks

If space is an issue, one single bowl is a good option. Plus, in a big single bowl you can easily wash
large pots and pans. Combine with sink accessories
to make the bowl as functional as possible.

A one and a half bowl sink gives you the same
advantages as a double bowl sink, but in a smaller
area.

Double bowl sinks

A sink with a drainboard is ideal for drying dishes
as the sloping surface make excess water flow back
into the bowl. All our sinks with drainboard are reversible, so you can choose if you want the drainboard to the left or to the right.

Having two bowls is ideal if you have a lot going on
at the same time. For example, if one of the bowls
is piling up with dirty dishes, you can still rinse off
vegetables and alike in the other.

Sinks with drainboard
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HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR SINK
1. What size is the cabinet where you are going to
place your sink?
2. Think about how you prepare food and wash up. Do
you need one bowl, two bowls, a drainboard?

40 cm

3. What about the sink you have today? Is there anything it doesn't have that you would like?

60 cm

80 cm

HÄLLVIKEN inset sink 1 bowl. Can be underglued. Has a pre-drilled hole for a kitchen mixer
tap. May be completed with GRUNDVATTNET sink
accessories for effective use of space of the sink.
L56×D50 cm.
Black. 102.471.81 RM790

HÄLLVIKEN inset sink 1½ bowl with drainboard. Can be under-glued. Reversible; can be
used with the drainboard to the right or left.
May be completed with GRUNDVATTNET sink
accessories for effective use of space of the sink.
L100×D50 cm.
White. 603.035.46 RM990

HÄLLVIKEN inset sink 1½ bowl with drainboard. Can be under-glued. Reversible; can be
used with the drainboard to the right or left. May
be completed with GRUNDVATTNET sink accessories for effective use of space of the sink.
L100×D50 cm.
Black. 102.471.76 RM990

FYNDIG inset sink 1 bowl. May be completed
with GRUNDVATTNET sink accessories for effective
use of space of the sink. L46×D40 cm.
Stainless steel. 402.021.24 RM79

NORRSJÖN inset sink 1 bowl. Can be underglued. May be completed with NORRSJÖN sink
accessories for effective use of space of the sink.
L37×D44 cm.
Stainless steel. 703.248.93 RM790

NORRSJÖN inset sink 1 bowl. Can be underglued. May be completed with NORRSJÖN sink
accessories for effective use of space of the sink.
L54×D44 cm.
Stainless steel. 003.248.96 RM990

HILLESJÖN inset sink 1 ½ bowl. Can be underglued. May be completed with GRUNDVATTNET
sink accessories for effective use of space of the
sink. L58×D46 cm.
Stainless steel. 303.248.85 RM290

LÅNGUDDEN inset sink 1 bowl. Can be underglued. Has a pre-drilled hole for a kitchen mixer
tap. May be completed with GRUNDVATTNET sink
accessories for effective use of space of the sink.
L46×D46 cm.
Stainless steel. 903.248.73 RM190

LÅNGUDDEN inset sink 1 bowl. Can be underglued. Has a pre-drilled hole for a kitchen mixer
tap. May be completed with GRUNDVATTNET sink
accessories for effective use of space of the sink.
L56×D53 cm.
Stainless steel. 703.248.74 RM290

AMMERÅN onset sink 1 bowl. This sink span the
full width of the worktop, which means you. May be
completed with GRUNDVATTNET sink accessories
for effective use of space of the sink. L60×D64 cm.
Stainless steel. 103.248.91 RM490

BOHOLMEN inset sink 1 bowl. Can be underglued. May be completed with GRUNDVATTNET
sink accessories for effective use of space of the
sink. Ø45 cm.
Stainless steel. 502.134.81 RM140

VATTUDALEN inset sink 1 bowl with drainboard. Can be under-glued. Reversible; can be
used with the drainboard to the right or left.
May be completed with GRUNDVATTNET sink
accessories for effective use of space of the sink.
L69×D47 cm.
Stainless steel. 803.248.83 RM240

FITS 40 CM CABINET

BOHOLMEN inset sink 1 bowl. Can be underglued. May be completed with GRUNDVATTNET
sink accessories for effective use of space of the
sink. L47×D30 cm.
Stainless steel. 202.440.83 RM140

FITS 60 CM CABINET

HAVSEN inset sink, 1 bowl, 53×47 cm. May be
completed with GRUNDVATTNET sink accessories
for effective use of space on the sink. Ceramic.
White. 403.778.40 RM590

*LILLVIKEN water trap and lid are sold separately.

HAVSEN sink bowl with visible front,
62×48 cm. May be completed with
GRUNDVATTNET sink accessories for effective
use of space on the sink. Ceramic.
White. 003.592.30 RM690

HÄLLVIKEN inset sink 1 bowl. Can be underglued. Has a pre-drilled hole for a kitchen mixer
tap. May be completed with GRUNDVATTNET sink
accessories for effective use of space of the sink.
L56×D50 cm.
White. 003.035.49 RM790

*LILLVIKEN water trap and lid are sold separately.
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WATER TRAP AND TOOLS FOR SINKS

FITS 60 CM CABINET

BREDSJÖN sink bowl with visible front, May be
completed with GRUNDVATTNET sink accessories
for effective use of space on the sink. L60×D69 cm.
Stainless steel. 403.743.75 RM 1,890.-

FITS 80 CM CABINET

HAVSEN sink bowl with visible front, 2 bowls,
May be completed with GRUNDVATTNET sink accessories for effective use of space on the sink.
L82×D48 cm.
White. 703.592.17 RM890

NORRSJÖN inset sink 2 bowls. Can be underglued. May be completed with NORRSJÖN sink
accessories for effective use of space of the sink.
L75×D44 cm.
Stainless steel. 003.249.00 RM1,490

HILLESJON insert sink 2 bowls. L75xD46 cm.
Stainless steel. 503.248.89 RM 450.-

*LILLVIKEN water trap and lid are sold separately.

HILLESJÖN inset sink 1½ bowl. Can be underglued. May be completed with GRUNDVATTNET sink
accessories for effective use of space of the sink.
L75×D46 cm.
Stainless steel. 903.248.87 RM450

NORRSJÖN inset sink 1 bowl. Can be underglued. May be completed with NORRSJÖN sink
accessories for effective use of space of the sink.
L73×D44 cm.
Stainless steel. 603.248.98 RM1,490

BREDSJÖN sink bowl, 2 bowls with visible
front, May be completed with GRUNDVATTNET sink
accessories for effective use of space on the sink.
L80×D69 cm.
Stainless steel. 403.743.61 RM2,190

BOHOLMEN inset sink, 1 bowl, Can be underglued. May be completed with GRUNDVATTNET
sink accessories for effective use of space on the
sink. L76×D55 cm.
Stainless steel. 503.883.34 RM490

LILLVIKEN water trap/strainer for 2 bowls.
With connection for both dishwasher and washing
machine. Sink stopper with strainer in stainless
steel included. Seals in synthetic rubber and tubes
in polypropylene plastic.
103.254.28 RM120

LILLVIKEN water trap/strainer for 1 bowl.
Water trap with connection for dishwasher or washing machine. Sink stopper with strainer in stainless
steel included. Seals in synthetic rubber and tubes
in polypropylene plastic.
303.254.27 RM75

LILLVIKEN lid. Fits to all sinks with LILLVIKEN water
trap. On top of the water trap the lid connects through
a magnet which can be used as a handle to pick up the
basket and throw waste.
Stainless steel.
303.290.34 RM20

Attaches via a magnet to all sink bowls
with LILLVIKEN water trap and can be
used as a handle for lifting the basket.
The lid creates a flat surface at the
bottom of the sink and prevents food
waste from getting into the basket,
making the sink easy to keep clean.
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LAMINATE

QUARTZ

ACRYLIC

SOLID WOOD

UNDER-GLUED SINKS
Under-glued sinks give you an uninterrupted, smooth
look. They make cleaning your worktop easy, as
there are no obstructions for food scraps to catch on.
You can order an under-glued sink when you order a
custom-made worktop. They are fitted in the factory,
leaving the work to us.
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GRUNDVATTNET
SINK ACCESSORIES MAKE
THE MOST OF YOUR SPACE
With all the peeling, chopping and washing you need to
do here, the area around your sink is the busiest place in
your home. Our accessories fit your sink perfectly so you
can do more food preparation and washing-up here and
save space on your worktop.
To see more of our sink accessories visit IKEA.my

GRUNDVATTNET mat means you can remove vegetable
peelings and other waste without even getting your
hands dirty.

GRUNDVATTNET colander is great for cooking and perfect for drying glasses and cutlery too.

GRUNDVATTNET wash-up bowl saves worktop space
because you can still use the sink for other things
without having to lift it out.

GRUNDVATTNET accessories don’t just save you worktop space. They all stack neatly inside each other to
save storage space, too.
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ACCESSORIES FOR SINKS

GRUNDVATTNET box. Can be placed in
GRUNDVATTNET colander and used to separate different ingredients when preparing food.
L17×W14 cm. Polypropylene plastic and synthetic
rubber.
403.254.22 RM12.90

GRUNDVATTNET wash-up bowl. You can
save water by doing your dishes in the wash tub
instead of washing dishes under running water.
L39×W23 cm. Polypropylene plastic and synthetic
rubber.
003.254.24 RM29.90

KNIPEN detergent dispenser. Mounts in the sink
or worktop so you always have washing up liquid
close at hand. 500ml. Stainless steel and polypropylene plastic.
503.417.23 RM65

GRUNDVATTNET colander. The colander is
designed to rest steadily on the edges of the bowl.
Can be used as a colander to rinse vegetables,
salad etc. and for pouring hot water from a pasta
pot. L46xW16 cm. Polypropylene plastic and synthetic rubber.
003.254.19 RM9.90

GRUNDVATTNET mat. The mat can be placed in
the bottom of the sink to easily collect food waste
when preparing food. L32×W26 cm.
Polypropylene plastic.
603.254.21 RM12.90

NORRSJÖN chopping board. Fits in the bowl of
all NORRSJÖN sinks. Solid wood; a hard wearing
natural material that can be sanded and surface
treated if required. L44×W42 cm. Thickness
1.6 cm.
Oiled, solid oak. 203.397.12 RM89

NORRSJÖN colander. Fits in the bowl of all
NORRSJÖN sinks. Can be used as a colander for
rinsing vegetables, salad etc. and for pouring hot
water from a pasta pot. L42×W19, H9 cm. Stainless
steel and rubber.
803.397.14 RM79
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TAPS

Built to last
Everyday life at home puts high demands on
kitchen mixer taps. To ensure all our kitchen mixer
taps comply with our strict standards for quality
and durability they are all carefully tested and
approved by an independent institute. This means
we can offer you a 10-year guarantee on all our
taps.

All our kitchen taps comply with European standards
which mean that our taps are tested and approved
for every market and fulfill every standard on the
specific market. EN817 (single lever) or EN200 (dual
control). The kitchen taps can be used in highpressure systems. Tested to manage a pressure
of max. 16 bar (1600kPa). Recommended working
pressure: 1.0–5.0 bar (100kPa–500 kPa).
All our taps are included in our 10-year guarantee.

Kitchen mixer taps with low spout

Kitchen mixer taps with high spout

Kitchen mixer taps with low spouts always have the
handle on top, and are ideal for small single bowl
sinks.

The high spout makes it easier to
wash dishes, including large pots

YTTRAN kitchen mixer tap*

INSJÖN kitchen mixer tap*

Kitchen mixer taps with pull-out spout

Kitchen mixer tap with handspray

Rinsing dishes is easier with the pull-out spout.
A counterweight makes the hose easily retract back
into the kitchen mixer tap.

The tap functions two ways, so you can switch between a concentrated stream and hand shower just
by pushing the buttons on the handle.

ÄLMAREN kitchen mixer tap with pull-out spout*

VIMMERN kitchen mixer tap/handspray*
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HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR TAP
1. Think about the sink you are going to use the tap
with.
2. Think about how you prepare food and wash up.
3. What about the tap you have today? Is there
anything it doesn't have that you would like?

You'll use a lot less water with our kitchen taps. They
all have a special aerator that mixes air into the flow,
maintaining the pressure but reducing water use by up
to 40%.

GLITTRAN kitchen mixer tap. Single lever.
Swivel spout 360°. H28 cm.

LAGAN kitchen mixer tap. Single lever. Swivel
spout 360°. H16 cm.

Chrome-plated

001.737.60 RM129

YTTRAN kitchen mixer tap with pull-out
spout. Single lever. Pulls out to facilitate rinsing
of dishes. A counterweight makes the hose easily
retract back into the kitchen mixer tap. The spout
can be pulled out approximately 20 cm. Swivel
spout 120°. H18 cm.
Chrome-plated

203.059.48 RM390

GLYPEN kitchen mixer tap: H26 cm. Swivel spout
is preset to 360° but can be changed to 90° or 120°.

Stainless steel colour

004.423.76 RM229

SUNDSVIK kitchen mixer tap. Single lever.
Swivel spout 360°. H15 cm.

Chrome-plated

501.739.89 RM199

VATTNET kitchen mixer tap. Single lever. Swivel
spout is preset to 360° but can be changed to 120°.
H19 cm.

Chrome-plated

503.416.81 RM290

ÄLMAREN kitchen mixer tap. Single lever. High
spout which is practical when washing up big pots
and pans. Swivel spout is preset to 360° but can be
changed to 120°. H36 cm.

Stainless steel colour

703.416.37 RM229

YTTRAN kitchen mixer tap. Single lever. Swivel
spout is preset to 360° but can be changed to 120°.
H19 cm.

Chrome-plated

803.039.27 RM590

ÄLMAREN kitchen mixer tap with pull-out
spout. Single lever. High spout which is practical
when washing up big pots and pans. Pulls out to
facilitate rinsing of dishes. A counterweight makes
the hose easily retract back into the kitchen mixer
tap. The spout can be pulled out approximately 30
cm. Swivel spout 120°. H36 cm.
Stainless steel colour

102.226.23 RM490

Black

102.256.07 RM490

Brushed black-metal

003.416.74 RM550

503.059.42 RM290

BOSJÖN kitchen mixer tap. Single lever. The
handle sits on top of the tap, making it easy for you
to reach when turning the water on or off.
Swivel spout: 120°. H32 cm.

Brushed black metal

Chrome-plated

GAMLESJÖN dual-control kitchen mixer tap
H36 cm. Swivel spout 360°.

603.416.47 RM490

NYVATTNET kitchen mixer tap. Single lever.
High spout which is practical when washing up big
pots and pans. Swivel spout is preset to 360° but
can be changed to 120°. H40 cm.

Polished brass-colour

703.416.56 RM490

VIMMERN kitchen mixer tap with handspray.
Single lever. Handspray which facilitates rinsing of
dishes. Double functions; use the handle to switch
between a concentrated water stream and a handspray. Swivel spout 360°. H47 cm.

Stainless steel colour

903.052.85 RM790

INSJÖN kitchen mixer tap H40 cm.
Swivel spout is preset to 360° but can be changed to
120°. Also availible with pull-out spout.

Brass-colour

303.701.27 RM490

TOLLSJON kitchen mixer tap with handspray.
Swivel spout: 120. H32 cm.

Black polished metal black

003.416.93 RM1,090

Chrome-plated colour

304.284.49 RM1,090

INSJÖN kitchen mixer tap H40 cm.
Swivel spout is preset to 360° but can be changed to
120°. Also availible with pull-out spout.

Chrome-plated

003.418.72 RM590

TAMNAREN kitchen mixer tap: Swivel spout: 120.
H31 cm.

Stainless steel colour

703.594.96 RM1,690
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CUSTOM MADE THE WAY YOU WANT IT

MY KITCHEN MEASUREMENTS

With our custom made worktops you can create a kitchen that's perfect
for you and your space.

Be sure to make your measurements in millimetres.
So your new kitchen fits your space perfectly.

DESIGN YOUR OWN CUSTOM MADE WORKTOP
Use our simple online planning calculator to design a
custom made worktop for your kitchen. You get an
instant estimate of what everything will cost, too. You
can choose different worktop and sink materials, sizes

and styles to create a custom made worktop that’s
perfect for you. The custom made worktop calculator
makes it super easy to try out different options and
compare their prices. Check it out at IKEA.my

HOW TO GET STARTED
1. Choose the material and colour of your worktop.
2. Choose the shape and material for the edge.
3. Decide if you want to go for an under-glued sink.

6. For more information about our custom made options and prices, please contact an IKEA co-worker
either on the phone or in the Kitchen department at
your local store.

4. Decide if you want to have wall panels.
5. Then start to measure to see what size and shape of
worktop you need. If you would like help with this,
or with anything to do with measuring your kitchen,
our measuring service can come to your home.

HOW TO MEASURE YOUR WORKTOP
Start by measuring your worktop from the corner
where it attaches to the wall. Make sure to make your
measurements alongside the wall and always start
from the same point. When measuring the depth, start
from the wall and measure out. Don’t forget to add 1.5
cm for an overhang too.

If you need to measure for a freestanding worktop
(For a kitchen island for example), simply start from
one end and add 3 cm extra for an overhang.

To measure for a sink start from the
same point where you’ve taken your
previous measurements and measure
to the centre of where you would like
your sink to sit.
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